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What is C-Prize
C-Prize challenges New Zealand innovators to  

use new technologies to tackle complex global  
problems with creativity and inventiveness.

A challenge open to New Zealand innovators, we welcome online applications that will be 
assessed by an expert judging panel resulting in a finalist competition of 10 teams competing for 
a grand prize.

C-Prize – Background

In 2015, the inaugural C-Prize challenge, New Zealand innovators reimagined drone technology 
to make it quieter and more stable, opening the door to new applications for a range of 
industries. New Zealand company Dotterel got its start with C-Prize and devised a multi-pronged 
tech solution to deliver quiet drone technology that is now used in film and television, security 
and for noise-mapping.

In 2017, New Zealand innovators developed new applications for wearable technology to enable 
enhanced human performance and improved wellbeing. C-Prize winner Uri-Go developed a 
wearable bladder sensor to alert users when their bladder is full, enabling the prevention of 
accidents and infections and reducing equipment costs for the millions of people worldwide 
who suffer from bladder issues as a result of a spinal cord injury, Parkinson’s disease or numerous 
other conditions.

C-Prize challenges entrants to be:

• User centred

• Inventive and innovative

• A good storyteller

• Entrepreneurial

• Bold ambitious and inspirational
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C-Prize offers you the opportunity to:

• Develop your big idea with extra support and reduced risk 

• Access resources to support Research & Development to a proof of concept or  
early product prototype 

• Connect with the innovation community nationally and internationally 

• Learn from industry experts to improve your chances of business success 

• Establish and grow your profile as an environmental innovator

• Win a share of over $250k* in prizes, including a first prize of $100k cash and services  
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*Terms and conditions apply.

https://www.callaghaninnovation.govt.nz/cprize-2019/the-challenge/terms-and-conditions
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C-Prize 2019:  
Environmental  

innovation challenge

C-Prize 2019 aims to activate and accelerate positive 
 transformation of our environment through new  

technologies in three key impact areas:

Climate Change, Clean Water, and Smart Resource Use, linked to the New Zealand Governments 
environmental indicators.

This C-Prize competition calls for teams to generate innovative solutions to environmental 
problems with the potential to ignite global change.

Entrants to this year’s C-Prize need to create a practical product, service, or system that:

• Accelerates a movement towards net-zero or net-positive outcomes with a customer in mind

• Makes a giant leap in environmental performance underpinned by data and  
objective measures

• Has the potential to positively change the world

• Explores the convergence of technology, such as advanced materials, manufacturing, artificial 
intelligence, data, and the Internet of things.

There are three entry categories for this year’s C-Prize: 

• Growing and Producing:  
How we grow and/or manufacture new or existing products and services in innovative  
ways (new materials, new processes, new systems, etc.) that will accelerate positive 
environmental outcomes

• Using and Consuming:  
How we consume products in ways that preserve resources (reuse, recycle, reclaim, etc.) and 
reduce negative environmental impacts 

• Rejuvenating Natural Systems: 
The creation or innovative use of technologies that will not just reduce negative 
environmental impacts, but improve our natural environment (land, climate, soil, water,  
and nutrient systems)

POWERED BY
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Entry Categories
Your solution will use novel technology to enable  
better decisions and generate positive impacts in  

one or more of the following categories: 

Growing and Producing 
The Creation of Products and Services

Using and Consuming
Utilisation of Products and Services

Rejuvenating Natural Systems
 Land, Climate, Soil, Water, Nutrients and Bioprocessing.
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How the  
challenge works
C-Prize 2019 consists of two phases:

Entry phase

Entrants from across New Zealand can enter a submission related to a category of their choice.  
The judges will select up to 10 finalists. Finalists can come from any entry category.

Finalists 
announced

20 December

Recruitment 
events  

and information  
Entries close Entries opens 

23 September October 8 December

Challenge phase

Up to 10 finalists compete exclusively for C-Prize.

C-Prize 
bootcamp #3

C-Prize  
bootcamp #1

C-Prize  
bootcamp #2

Launch  
challenge phase

C-Prize development programme  
from February to May 2020

What happens in the  
challenge phase?
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Judging and Awards

Finalist teams competing for C-Prize will present to the judges at the end of the challenge phase. 
C-Prize Awards Evening on Friday 5 June, UN World Environment Day will then announce  
the winner. 

C-Prize Awards 
Evening

Present 
 & Judging

What happens in the  
challenge phase?

The challenge phase is an agile development  
programme where teams will: 

• Be introduced to the other competition teams 

• Be provided with advice and mentors to support your commercialisation journey

• Participate in a series of collaborative technology commercialisation bootcamps and 
activities designed to help equip teams to rapidly develop, build and test out their ideas 

• Develop their idea through to a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) prototype to demonstrate the 
technology is possible (Desirable, Viable, Feasible) 

• Model and measure the potential impact of the solution, underpinned by data (to validate the 
methodology applied and possible impact measure) 

• Present their technology to the judges.
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Entry Requirements Your presentation
All entries need to include the following:

1. Team entry information

• Team name – an identifiable name

• Team contact – contact information for team captain (plus details for a  
secondary contact)

• Team photo – showing all team members for public release (jpeg 300dpi)

• Entry title – title of works / concept

• Entry category – selected category (you can select one or more as relevant)

• Optional information – including team website, social media handles and NZBN number.

2. A short paragraph summary for public disclosure
An outline of the entry suitable for public disclosure indicating the nature of the technology 
without disclosing any confidential intellectual property deemed not suitable for C-Prize to 
publish in the public domain during the course of the challenge (max 200 words).

3. Entry presentation
A well considered summary presentation outlining your concept (in PDF format max 8 pages, 
10MB file size max). The judges are expecting to see a presentation of your idea not an essay, 
report or thesis. Your goal is to outline who your idea is for, why it is important, what benefits it 
will create and how it will work. It is also important to include a simple technical plan outlining 
how you intend developing your idea through to a proof-of-concept prototype stage during 
the Challenge Phase if you are successfully selected as a finalist.

4. Tech Pitch Video
A short 2 minute max pitch style video presenting your concept, the problem it seeks to solve 
for the environment, who you are and why the judges should select you to challenge for this 
years C-Prize. Video’s are to be uploaded to the C-Prize website with your entry.

5. General
Agree to the entry terms and conditions (full details on the C-Prize website) and declare any 
conflicts of interest. 
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Your presentation
To give your team the best possible chance at being  

selected as a finalist it is important you consider how  
best to present your idea to the judges. 

Below is an illustration of one possible way to think about structure and content. Please 
note this is not a template. It is completely up to you how you wish to present your idea 
within the entry requirements.

Cover page
Create a cover – this is the first page the judges will see so make it punchy (list Entry 
Title, Team Name, Entry Category etc). 

Present the benefits 
Illustrate how your concept can enhance environmental performance and how 
it can ignite global change.

Introduce your team
Give the judges a brief insight into your team: who you are, your skills and capabilities 
and why you can win?

Present your methodology
Illustrate your methodology and how you intend to objectively measure the 
potential impact of your solution.

Short summary of the big idea
Give us a short introduction to your idea – think of this as your executive summary or 
elevator pitch. Keep it short and to the point. 

Present your new concept 
Step us through your new concept: what specifically it is, how will it have a 
positive environmental impact...

Introduce the user & environmental context
Introduce your intended users and the existing environmental problem or scenario. 
Present a summary of your user research and the unmet needs you have identified.  

Technical plan
Give the judges an indication of how you intend to develop, prototype and test 
your idea. 
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Entry Tools
Creative HQ have provided C-Prize entrants with  

a virtual Market Validation course. This free resource 
will provide you with some great tools to help you 

strengthen your C-Prize entry submission and give you 
the best possible chance of being selected as a finalist. 

The course is designed to be customer-centric and help you to test your new business idea 
by taking you through a practical process to test assumptions, learn from your customers and 
iterate based on the feedback you receive from them. Ultimately, this will help you find your 
market and in time, sell to your customers. 

The course is broken down to five unique lessons that build on top of each other. Each session 
will include an introduction, an overview video, a guide, a real world example and a template 
to help you along the way. 

To access the Market Validation course click here.

https://creativehq.co.nz/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dLTR8BZf3uzcBuPuA-iBijlulwTkxdJZ
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Prizes*

Finalists  
Up to 10 finalist teams will each be awarded  

a NZ$35,000 prize package that includes: 

• NZ$10,000 cash to develop the proposed environmental proof of concept or prototype. 
It is expected that the finalists use this money to fund development in New Zealand of a 
prototype for the testing and final judging of C-Prize 

• Access to relevant Callaghan Innovation programmes

• Access to two or more C-Prize programme workshops, delivered by Callaghan Innovation 
and the C-Prize network of experts, to support the development of the environmental 
technology prototype and user benefit opportunity

• More to come

Judging

* Terms and conditions apply – please refer to www.cprize.nz for further information

https://www.callaghaninnovation.govt.nz/cprize-2019/the-challenge/terms-and-conditions
https://www.callaghaninnovation.govt.nz/cprize-2019/the-challenge/terms-and-conditions
www.cprize.nz
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Judging
A team of industry and innovation experts will judge entries on the following areas:

• Environmental impact (potential assessable or measurable impact) 

• Technological innovation (originality and technical stretch) 

• Problem understanding (clear, deep understanding) 

• Feasibility (proof it is possible) 

• Desirability (human interest and customer demand) 

• Viability (market scalability for immediate action and global potential).







For any further clarifying information check the website or contact 

cprize@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz

www.cprize.nz

